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ABSTRACT   Large citywide arts festivals are becoming increasingly popular, and involve the cooperation of many stakeholders including city government, arts organizations and artists.  This is a case study that takes an in-depth look at the inaugural Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts, which took place in 2011.  This paper will address some of the issues that come with a large-scale arts festival designed and implemented by a single, albeit large, presenting organization.   There is potential for gathering new and diverse audiences to the arts through the development of an event that welcomes new ideas about what it means to participate in the arts.   This paper researches events management techniques using current literature on the subject as well as interviews with arts leaders in the city of Philadelphia, in order to analyze the successes and shortfalls of the festival.  The sustainability of the festival in future years depends on the decisions made during this first time event, which establishes its character and message.     
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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE   The purpose of this case study is to examine if a citywide arts festival is able to increase a city’s participation in the arts and build community by creating an event that will become sustainable for the future.  I examine the inaugural Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts as a case where a large arts institution, the Kimmel Center for the Performing Arts, was given the opportunity to lead the community in this venture.  I assess the stated goals of the festival and try to identify its core values.  Through my research I also explore the different ways in which the festival was perceived and celebrated by the general public, the Philadelphia arts community as well as the Kimmel Center itself.  This project is important because the funding for the arts is increasingly a subject of debate and art relies on the continued support of individuals.  As stated in “Fundamentals of Arts Management”, arts and culture became a public issue, subject to public policy, in 1965 when the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the Humanities (NEH) were 
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established.  Government funding for the arts increases through prosperous years and gets reduced during years of economic decline1.  As funding for many public programs are at risk following the recent recession, private funders are being asked to fill in the gap.  The future of many arts programs depends on the demand from both the public and private sector to keep arts organizations operating and fulfilling their missions.  The arts sector needs to maximize every dollar it receives and constantly try to find new ways to attract new audiences for further growth.  The future of the arts and culture industry depends on the decisions of arts leaders today and their efforts to become sustainable.  This paper will take a closer look at this inaugural festival and explore ways in which the festival utilized partnerships to create new, collaborative works. The case study will highlight some of the strengths and weaknesses of the festival according to the literature on events management as well as interviews with some of the city’s arts leaders and participating organizations.                                                               1 Korza, pages 38-39. 
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LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND   Evidence has shown that festivals have been an important part of civilizations throughout history and celebrate what is important to the society that produces it.  Festivals helped shape the culture and beliefs of particular groups of people such as Heb-Sed2 in ancient Egypt, celebrating the continued rule of a Pharoah, or the Feast of Juul3 in pre-Christian Scandinavia, celebrating the winter solstice.  Festivals today can range from small street festivals to large international affairs.  Popular arts festivals across the globe, such as the ones in Adelaide and Edinburgh have established those places as magnetic epicenters for artistic celebration.  The subject of festival management is relatively new to the scholarly field. The first volume of the Festival Management and Event Tourism was published in 1993 and International Journal of Event Management Research was in 2005.  
                                                        2 Encyclopaedia Britannica, (Chicago, IL, 2009),  s.v. “Heb-sed Festival.” 
3 Holidays, festivals, and celebrations of the world dictionary, (Detroit, MI, USA: Omnigraphics, Inc., 2010), s.v.  “Feast of Juul.” 
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There is a common understanding among scholars that festivals were originally based on tradition and ritual reflecting the culture and the community4.  Festivals have marked the passing of seasons or important moments of an individual’s life such as marriage and other rites of passage.  Whatever the situation, festivals have been and continue to be celebrations of what is valued in a community.     There is a substantial amount of literature that focuses on the design and planning of the modern art festival and the importance of building a strong identity.  The tendency for generic and homogenized design and programming in arts festivals is being criticized5.  In a book titled “Festival 
and Events Management: An International Arts and Culture Perspective” Ion Yeoman states:   In their rush to become part of the industry, and in their rush to satisfy and mould their events to meet the demands of their ‘stakeholders’ (e.g. sponsors, media partners, government agencies) and, indeed, in their rush to create an event ‘industry’, event managers have sacrificed the ritual element and the ‘from the ground up ‘ development of events.  They have put aside, ignored or failed to consider the conceptual development and design of their events – the very heart and soul, the raison d’etre of any truly great event – in favour of artificially manufacturing events that try to meet the needs of clients and stakeholders.  Such events alienate the very community that makes up part of their target market, and from which many events have evolved. 
                                                        4 Getz, Douglas and McDonnell 5 Clark, Finkel, Brown and James 
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This is a real threat to the future of arts festivals and should be a concern early in the development phase.  While key funders help create an event, it needs to serve the community’s needs and desires for it to be sustainable.  Festivals are sometimes developed as tools for tourism and a way to increase economic activity more than as a celebration of a community6.  One reason for this is that festivals draw tourists by becoming a marketable product of the city.  They increase revenues for business such as hotels and restaurants and also benefit the city itself through taxes and creating a positive city image7.  But when festivals are only seen as solutions to temporary financial woes, they can suffer from lack of depth and sustainability.  As Yeoman states, in his book, “Once the success of an event is noted multiple copies arise, not from any demand or need, but because it is often perceived as safer than investigating ritual, celebration and community aspirations to develop an appropriate event that reflects a ‘sense of place’”.  This sense of place is what draws tourism, and should be at the core of any event.  Many organizations have become accustomed to gathering proof of its economic impacts, and as McCarthy states, ‘their intrinsic benefits have increasingly fallen on deaf ears”.  When the focus becomes centered on                                                         6 Hughes 7 Colbert, Liu and Chen, Garcia 
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financial indicators, event managers will tend to abandon the meaningful and authentic aspect of festivals8.  Arts festivals have the potential to heighten the importance of art in society, in the form of celebration.                     
                                                        8 Yeoman, p 55 
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INTRODUCTION   In April of 2011, the city of Philadelphia experienced its first large-scale, multi-disciplinary international arts festival. The Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts, also known as PIFA, generated a total of over 55 million dollars9 for the region and supported over 700 jobs10.  This ambitious three-week festival boasted nearly 200 events including over 100 of the city’s arts and cultural organizations and attracted an estimated audience of 404,600 people11.  While this was a first-time event, much can be learned and observed about event management and how a large arts community worked together to present their talent to the world stage.  In order for PIFA to become a sustainable event for years to come it is important that it connects the Philadelphia arts community as well as connects new audiences to the arts.  PIFA was a unique event in that it was a multi-discipline, multi-organization arts festival designed and executed solely by the city’s largest                                                         9This includes both direct and indirect organizational expenditures as well as direct and indirect visitor spending.  See Appendix. 10 Full-time equivalent jobs 11 Economic Impact Study conducted by Urban Partners.  See Appendix. 
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performing arts center, the Kimmel Center.  It was made possible by a seed grant of ten million dollars given by one of the Kimmel Center’s leading supporters, the Annenberg Foundation, upon the death Leonore Annenberg.  It was the donor’s wish to create a festival that celebrated the region’s wide variety of arts and cultural offerings, an idea that was shared by many arts leaders in the city.  The mission of the Kimmel Center is “to operate a world-class performing arts center that engages and serves a broad audience from throughout the Greater Philadelphia region”12.  It opened in 2001 at a time when the city was in need of a world-class venue that could accommodate both its top performing arts companies as well as attract popular touring acts.  The inception of the Kimmel Center is an example of how some of the key funders in a city can work with local government to achieve higher standards for the arts and the city.    In 1996, then-mayor, Edward G. Rendell, saw the need to build a modern performing arts center in order to compete with other growing cities.  During the same time, the Philadelphia Orchestra was also in need of a home.  They had possessed a plot of land just blocks from City Hall, but did not have the resources to build on it.  Realizing the mutual goals, an agreement was made, and in November of 1998, they were able to break                                                         12 http://www.kimmelcenter.org/about/story.php 
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ground.   The 450,000 square foot multiplex of performing arts space takes up an entire block in the center of the city on what is now known as the Avenue of the Arts.  The project cost $235 million dollars and took over three years to open.  Now the Kimmel Center houses resident companies including the Philadelphia Orchestra, Peter Nero and the Philly Pops, American Theater Arts of Youth, The Chamber Orchestra of Philadelphia and PHILADANCO.  It also manages the Academy of Music that houses The Opera Company of Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania Ballet and the Merriam Theater.  Having a performing arts center of this caliber brought these large arts organization together under one roof and helped to revitalize downtown Philadelphia.  The city has a rich history of arts and culture and is a place of many pivotal moments in the nation’s past.  Among many cultural ‘firsts’, Philadelphia boasts the first public library, university, zoo, art school, art museum and, more recently, the first African American Museum, founded in 1976.  While it was always abuzz with innovative thinking and attracted many creative individuals, it wasn’t until the mid-to-late twentieth century that the city and its stakeholders began to actively promote the arts sector with all its benefits.  In 1972, the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance was founded in order to support the city’s growing number of cultural organizations and to advocate on behalf of the arts.  It aided to bring an arts 
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element to the nation’s Bi-Centennial celebration, which was held in Philadelphia in 1976.  In 1986, then-mayor Wilson Goode established the Office of Arts and Culture to “ensure that arts and culture receive priority attention with the city government”1314.  Now, Philadelphia is seen as a leader in arts and culture and in 2011 it was rated number one for cultural activities by Travel and Leisure magazine15.    According to the Cultural Alliance, Philadelphia experienced a significant growth in arts organizations between the years 1995 and 2004, increasing by 91 percent16.  The city’s art sector is comprised of a complex mix of institutions and community organizations.  In a book titled, “Arts and 
Culture in the Metropolis”, Kevin McCarthy explains the makeup of the arts sector, or ‘local arts ecology’, as comprised of three components: “the arts infrastructure, their support structures, and the community contexts in which they operate”.  Healthy local arts ecologies can be cultivated when all three of these components work together.  He goes on to write, “the arts infrastructure consists of a small number of very large organizations (museums, performing arts centers, symphonies), a larger number of                                                         13 Philly Inquirer 14 The department was closed for a period of time due to budget constraints but later reinstated by Mayor Michael Nutter, who renamed it The Office of Arts, Culture and the Creative Economy 15 2011 Survey of America’s Favorite Cities, http://www.travelandleisure.com/americas-favorite-cities/2011/category/culture (accessed March 13, 2012) 16 McCarthy 
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medium-sized organizations (mostly theaters), and a larger number of small organizations.”  Each organization in the infrastructure has different sized budgets and staff.  The largest organizations, such as the Kimmel Center, comprise only 20 percent of the organizations and yet receive 80 percent of the total funding17.  The generous gift given to the Kimmel Center for PIFA is a great example of the higher philanthropic gifts given to large institutions.  Luckily for smaller organizations in Philadelphia, this particular gift was meant to benefit the entire local arts ecology and increase exposure of the city’s arts offerings in general.   The Kimmel Center was equipped with the resources and power necessary to launch a large-scale event such as PIFA.  While this was a significant event with a budget greater than the initial 10 million dollar grant18, it did not exist as its own entity, but rather treated as a project of the Kimmel Center.  It did not have its own mission or bylaws and the festival organizers were also administrators of the Kimmel Center.  According to Jay Wahl, Director of Public Events and Festival Partnerships at the Kimmel Center, PIFA’s main goals were to excite the arts community and bring them together, as well as “draw in audiences with the power of scale”19.  While other citywide festivals already exist in the city, namely the Philadelphia Live                                                         17 McCarthy 18 Jay Wahl, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, February 15, 2012 19 Jay Wahl 
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Arts Festival/ Philly Fringe that was founded in 1997, PIFA organizers sought to present something new and more grandiose for both the local citizens as well as the world’s stage20.                   
                                                        20 Wahl 
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REPRESENTING PHILADELPHIA    Philadelphia is a large city, the fifth largest in the country, and has a vibrant and diverse art scene.  It was the goal and responsibility of PIFA to bring it together with inclusivity and present it to the world for three weeks.  Festival organizers wanted to design the festival around a theme that would tie the many different programs together.  The theme became “Paris: 1910-1920”.  While it spoke to some organizations, it was a challenge for others.  It seems odd that the first international arts festival in a city rich with its own unique culture was centered on the culture of another place in a time long gone.  Jay Wahl stated that there is a connection between the two cultural settings in that Philadelphia, at this point in time, ten years into the new century, is much like Paris a hundred years ago.  Artists are increasingly pouring into this city and find a great support system for their work and it is more affordable than its highly rated neighbor, New York City.  It is also a place that welcomes and embraces new ideas and new cultures.  While Philadelphia possesses everything that is needed to become a Mecca for the arts, the theme and design of PIFA did not fully embrace what makes the city 
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unique, instead it mimicked aspects of Parisian culture that made it a popular destination for the arts.  PIFA was an event that represented the entire arts community of Philadelphia and was organized by a small staff of one very large organization, The Kimmel Center.  While much of the planning process was done behind closed doors, we can examine the development of the festival by looking at clues from the media, supporting organizations and other arts leaders who participated.  The arts community in Philadelphia is a tight knit group of arts organizations and is very congenial according to many arts supporters.  The city is abundant with high quality arts programs and together they represent a wide variety of creative accomplishments and it was one of PIFA’s main goals to “knit it together”21.  Festival organizers wanted to create the festival under a common theme in order to create some cohesion throughout the many programs that would be included.  Looking towards the creative aspirations of their own resident companies, namely the Philadelphia Orchestra and the Pennsylvania Ballet, they decided they wanted to do something to celebrate Stravinsky’s “Rite of Spring”.  As this was not broad enough to capture the interests of the variety of arts organizations in the city, it was expanded upon as a celebration of Parisian culture at the time when Stravinsky was in Paris and                                                         21 Wahl 
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the variety of other artists that were attracted to the city, and so it became ‘Paris 1910-1920’.   The initial grant for the festival had a mandate written into it that stated the festival had to include a mass amount of the region’s arts organizations.  Organizations were made aware of the festival when the funding was awarded and were then presented with a theme to inspire them.  I spoke with several arts leaders about their involvement with the festival including Laurel Raczka, Executive Director of the Painted Bride Art Center; Julia Rubio, Executive Director of the Black Pearl Chamber Orchestra; Nicole Allen Cook, Director of Marketing and Communications at the Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts; Patricia Aden, Vice President of Operations at the African American Museum and Robin Marcotte, Managing Director of Circus Art.  Each one of these leaders expressed how important it was for their organization to participate in this unprecedented event.  For a small organization like the School of Circus Arts, just associating with the large performing arts center made it a success.  Robin Marcotte, the Managing Director, stated that their main goal in participating was to increase their exposure to new audiences22.  The School primarily focuses on the presentation and education of various circus arts including aerials, juggling, tight wire, and unicycling but wanted to create something different                                                         22 Robin Marcotte, phone interview by author, March 20, 2012. 
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for the festival. Marcotte, who had a theater background, worked to add narrative to their normally unscripted performances.   The extra exposure was also very important for the relatively new Black Pearl Chamber Orchestra, founded in 2007.  Julia Rubio, the Executive Director, said that she did not know what to expect of the festival since it was unprecedented, but the scope far exceeded anything she thought.  Their event was a huge success and the theme inspired them to do something a little different from their normal repertoire by incorporating jazz and partnering with new guest artists23.   Laurel Raczka, Executive Director of the Painted Bride Art Center, said they had a hard time coming up with program that fit into the theme of ‘Paris 1910-1920’.  Projects that come out of the Bride, as it’s sometimes called, are artist-centered and artist-lead.  Once a project is developed, the Bride provides the artists with the resources needed to produce it.  After further push from their Board of Directors, and a meeting with festival organizers, it became evident that there was some flexibility with the theme.  Organizations could focus on the collaborative aspects of Paris at the time and adopt the same spirit in their program.  The Bride was then able to develop a program they thought appropriate24.                                                         23 Julia Rubio, phone interview by author, March 28, 2012. 24 Laurel Raczka, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA March 7, 2012. 
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 The theme was relevant to some organizations more than others, which is why it helped tremendously when festival organizers included the idea collaboration that was celebrated in Paris at that time.  The African American Museum in Philadelphia (AAMP) however, found a plethora of connections between the theme and the work that they do.  The museum “collects and preserves art and artifacts and, through exhibitions and programs, interprets the history and stories of African Americans and those of the African Diaspora”.  Patricia Aden, Vice President of Operations, said that it was very important to the organization that the African American community was represented in the inaugural festival and was pleased to discover that the Euro-centric theme actually had deep connections to African American history25.  The museum presented many different offerings that celebrated several famous artists who traveled to Paris during that time, and who shared their music, art and creative spirit.  This included an exhibition, film series, discussion panel and lecture and ended with an entire weekend celebrating Jazz music.  One of the most successful and most marketed events of the festival was a family event called “Basil Twist’s Petrushka”, at the Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts.  Nicole Allen Cook, Director of Marketing and Communications, said that their event had nothing to do with France, since                                                         25 Patricia Aden, phone interview by author, April 10, 2012. 
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they decided to do the program when festival organizers approached them early in the planning process when the focus was Stravinsky26.  The Annenberg Center is unique in that it is a very large multidisciplinary arts center in West Philadelphia run by the University of Pennsylvania.  Highlighting the Annenberg as part of the festival was key in showcasing the wide variety of high-quality arts in the city for PIFA.    The literature tells us that successful festivals are deeply rooted in the community and should present an authentic sense of place.  PIFA went to great lengths to include as many arts events from as many arts organizations as possible.  But including these events in the program does not necessarily mean that they represented them to the fullest degree.  Organizations today are in great need of any additional funding and/or marketing they can get, but a deeper connection and aligned goals are necessary in order for the festival to be sustainable.  The support and energy of the arts community is vital for any arts festival and should be at the core of every decision.                                                              26 Nicole Allen Cook, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, March 30, 2012. 
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DESIGN   Establishing the core design principles of an event “gives that event a clear direction that is easily marketed and easily understood by all those involved, whether internal or external to the organization.”27 The Kimmel Center was the organizer of PIFA and had complete control over its design.  It received the funding, it provided the theme and was responsible for getting the city on board with the idea.  When planning any event or festival, it is imperative to consider the overall design and message28.  Creating the design is the most important part of a festival and should be centered on a set of core values.29 The core values, once established, become the foundation by which every subsequent decision is made.  The core values of a festival should be established during the design phase of a festival, before any logistical or operational planning30.                                                           27 Yeoman p. 61 28 Bonnemaison, Yeoman 29 Yeoman p. 59 30 Yeoman p. 60 
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 Leaders at the Kimmel Center were given the opportunity to bring the city’s arts organizations together for a citywide festival and to achieve great success in reaching this goal.  The potential benefits of such a venture went beyond merely selling tickets to events, it was an opportunity for all the arts organizations to reach out to new audiences, grow their membership base and celebrate their passion.  But the arts community had many different understandings of what that festival would be and what it meant for their individual communities and organizations.  This leads me to wonder if the underlying core values of the festival were established or clearly communicated.  The literature tells us that there are five basic design principles to an event- scale, shape, focus, timing and build- and these design principles must be developed around a set of core values.  When this happens it “gives that event a clear direction that is easily marketed and easily understood by all those involved, whether internal or external to the organization”31.    PIFA organizers created a theme in order to give the festival direction and form. The theme was a design element that shaped the festival, but did not describe what it stood for and it did not speak to every organization, as core values would have.  In many ways the festival was a loose compilation of arts offerings that was promoted and marketed together under this theme.                                                          31 Yeoman, p. 60 
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Organizations who wanted to participate had to propose a program or cultural offering that fit into the Parisian theme that would also address their mission and own organizational goals.  The theme was used as an important unifying tool in the design of PIFA and as such, it was important that it inspired arts organizations in the city, especially due to the mandate in the initial grant to be as inclusive as possible.  As the planning process continued and organizations such as the Painted Bride voiced their concerns over developing such specific content, PIFA organizers encouraged organizations to think of the theme more broadly, not so much “Paris 1910-1920” but more generally like the spirit and practice of collaboration that was so descriptive of that time and place.  Identifying with PIFA was a challenge not only for the eager arts organizations, but also for the greater populace.  While marketing efforts were staggering, the general public still did not know what to make of the festival.  In a poll published by NewsWorks on April 7, 2011, the first week of the festival, readers were asked what their impressions of PIFA were. 18.5 percent chose the answer ‘PIFA? What’s that?’ and 32.1 percent checked ‘Not sure, I still don’t understand Philly’s connection to Paris’.  While PIFA might have been successful in attracting tourists and increasing the economic 
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activity in the region, the local community never fully understood what the festival stood for.   In an interview with Peter Crimmins, an arts and culture reporter for non-profit media outlet WHYY, I was able to get some more details on how the festival was received by the community and the media.  In his opinion, people thought it was very confusing, it was all over the place and the marketing was everywhere at once.  When trying to write about the festival, he found it hard to find direction.  He said, “I didn’t get a sense of what was getting pushed by PIFA.  The Ballet and Orchestra performed together, that was cool.  But I didn’t get a sense of what was at the core”32.  Had PIFA organizers taken the time and effort to put more meaning into this unarguably large and important festival, it could have been embraced more.                                                                  32 Peter Crimmins, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, March 27, 2012. 
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COLLABORATION   The festival was a unique opportunity for many Philadelphia arts organizations to try something new and work in new collaborative ways. This was inline with the collaborative aspect of the Paris theme and was encouraged by PIFA organizers.  On a larger scale the festival was a significant collaboration between the Kimmel Center and the greater arts community.  Within the festival many organizations collaborated with each other, bringing a creative spirit to the event.  Some of the unprecedented collaborations included the Philadelphia Orchestra performing with the Pennsylvania Ballet in a new production of Pulcinella; and pop artist Questlove performing with Parisian jazz artist Keren Ann in Verizon Hall in the Kimmel Center.  Opportunities for collaborations of this scale do not come often enough and it is one of the many ways that PIFA was celebrated.  Through interviews conducted with a sampling of participating 
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organizations, I was able to discover more about the process of developing programs for PIFA and what kind of collaborations were explored.    The Painted Bride Art Center is known for their collaborative work highlighting artists from various cultural backgrounds.  Executive Director Laurel Raczka describes their normal programming as mostly centered around a core value of diversity.  At first, she was not sure what kind of program to present which celebrated early 20th century Paris.  She met with a group of other organizations, which included the Please Touch Museum and the African American Museum among others, to brainstorm ideas and possibly coordinate something together.  Without any results that suited the entire group, she contacted festival organizers to inquire more about the theme and how strict it had to be.  A meeting was held that included individuals from PIFA; Ed Cambron, Executive Director and Barbara Silverstein, Artistic Producer; and from the Painted Bride: Lenny Seidman, Music Curator, Lisa Nelson-Haynes, Associate Director and Laurel Raczka, the Executive Director.  The meeting was an open discussion about the concerns that the Painted Bride had regarding the non-inclusive theme of Paris during 1910-1920.  It was at that point that PIFA organizers told them that the theme could be interpreted more broadly to include the idea of collaboration.   
 25 
 It was very important to the Painted Bride to be included in the festival and they were pleased that the theme was more open.  They chose to focus on the collaborative aspect of the theme since it was very much aligned with their organization’s mission.  The program they presented for PIFA was called “Atypical- Aniika: Love is a Battlefield” and was collaboration between three artists: Ryat, an experimental music composer and singer, Francois Zayas, a Cuban-born percussionist-composer and Viji Rao, a classical Indian Bharatanatyam dancer-choreographer.  The work itself was a hybrid mix of live music, dance, video and spoken word.  Funds received from PIFA were given directly to the artists.  The Black Pearl Orchestra is a relatively new organization in the Philadelphia art scene.  Formed in 2007, it is the only professional orchestra in the region comprised of musicians with diverse ethnic backgrounds.  Its mission is “to take the Philadelphia community beyond spectatorship to participation in the musical experience through its commitment to cultural diversity, artistic collaborations, innovative use of technology and audience participation”33.  Executive Director Julia Rubio states that they are “rethinking the modern orchestra, not just putting on performances but also really engaging the community”, beyond typical outreach efforts.  This type of 
                                                        33 http://www.blackpearlco.org/web/home.aspx 
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dedication and vision could be the reason that the Black Pearl was approached by festival organizers to participate in PIFA.    The program that they presented was different from anything they have done because they usually focus strictly on a classical repertoire.  The theme inspired them to try something new and feature collaboration with famed jazz trombonist Wycliffe Gordon along with other jazz musicians.  They were able to connect to the theme in various ways while sticking to their mission.  The program was called “Paris-When it Sizzled: Stravinsky, Milhaud and ‘Le Jazz Hot’” and conveyed the relationship between African American artists and Parisian culture during the early 20th century.  Besides the shift in repertoire, everything else about the performance was executed the same way they would have with any other program, says Rubio.  Being included in the festival was important to the Black Pearl Orchestra and the extra resources allowed them to extend themselves further towards fulfilling their mission.   The Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts was another organization approached by PIFA organizers to participate. Their repertoire of programs includes everything from dance to jazz, but does not include classical performances.  The program they produced “Basil Twist’s Petrushka”, was a collaboration with world-renowned puppeteer, Basil 
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Twist.  It was a program that they were hoping to do at some point as part of their children’s festival.  The timing of PIFA, and perhaps more importantly the extra funding resources that it provided, allowed the organization to go forward with this ambitious program.    Patrician Aden, Vice President of Operation at the African American Museum, stated how she wanted the museum to participate in the citywide arts festival.  The museum was able to put together a wide array of cultural offering for the festival in what they called, “Free to Be: The Artistry and Impact of African Americans in Paris 1900-1940”.  This included an exhibition highlighting the works of several individuals such as Langston Hughes, Paul Robeson, and Henry Ossawa Tanner; a film festival featuring four motion pictures starring Josephine Baker; and a discussion panel titled, “Free to Be: Voices of Family and Legacy”.  AAMP also celebrated the jazz heritage that was embraced by Parisian culture during this time of collaboration with an entire weekend of jazz performances in “Paris ‘til Sunday”.  The museum was able to draw from Philadelphia’s many talented musicians to present a comprehensive presentation of cultural offerings.    The scope of what the museum was capable of putting together went beyond their organization.  They worked with individuals of other organizations including the West Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, which 
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manages the Paul Robeson House Museum and Anna O Marley, Curator of Historical American Art at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, who presented a lecture on Henry Ossawa Tanner.    While some organizations drew strength in their mission by working with other established organizations in the city, all participants hoped to draw attention to themselves by working with the Kimmel Center.  A great example of this is the Philadelphia School of Circus Arts, a relatively small organization that primarily focuses on the education of various circus arts including aerials, juggling, tight wire, and unicycling.  Robin Marcotte, the Managing Director, was brought on after Circus Arts decided to include their own performance in PIFA.  In the interview, he stated that PIFA organizers were a great help in providing new content for their work, and for allowing the School to present outside of their usual community.    These are just a few of the many unique stories that could be told by participating organizations, and exemplify how the festival was able to bring the arts community together.  Collaboration is not always easy but can result in new forms of art and art presentation.  PIFA organizers were able to inspire many more organizations once the focus of the theme was not necessarily on the culture of early twentieth century Paris but on aspects of that culture that are similar in Philadelphia today. 
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AUDIENCE 
 
 An estimated 400,000 people attended the various events of PIFA34.  This is a staggering number and one that helped PIFA claim its own success.  Festivals can be a great draw for tourism, and Philadelphia already has a reputation for being a cultural destination.  In an interview with Andi Coyle, Director of Communications at the Greater Philadelphia Tourism Marketing Corporation (GPTMC), she stated that people love to travel for cultural activities and the city’s arts sector is a “huge draw”.35 According to the economic impact study, 42% of visitors came from out of town.  Festival organizers also wanted to give local Philadelphians something special they do not normally get.  They did this by developing two “cornerstones” of the festival, the Kimmel Center Commonwealth Plaza and the Street Fair.                                                           34 According to the economic impact study conducted by Urban Partners, see Appendix. 35 Andy Coyle, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, February 27, 2012   
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 Throughout the three weeks of the festival, the Kimmel Center lobby was transformed into a Parisian-like street scene and featured an 8-foot Eiffel Tower replica with 6,000 light bulbs with light and sound shows twice an evening, at no cost to the public.  It also had a Parisian-style food cart serving coffee, pastries in the morning and crepes during lunch. There were also free wine tastings, free ten-minute French lessons and free performances at all times of the day.  The Plaza was enjoyed by tourists and locals alike and attracted an estimated 149,000 people.    The other cornerstone of the festival was the Street Fair, which closed the festival and attracted an estimated 196,000 people.  Festival organizers were only expecting 50,000 but saw four times that amount.  The festivities took place on five blocks of Broad Street just south of City Hall, which was transformed into a Parisian-style street festival complete with a giant Ferris wheel.  The all-day event featured street performers, over 100 vendors, craftsmen and exhibitors, a garden park, street café, and musical performances throughout the day on two separate stages.     Although the Street Fair and Kimmel Center Plaza were successful in gathering large crowds, the organizations I interviewed in my research expressed their concerns over what PIFA organizers did and did not do to attract people to their events.  Julia Rubio from the Black Pearl Orchestra felt 
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like their event was “lost in the bin”.  She wished they had more visibility and noticed that events held in the Kimmel Center were featured more in the media.  Had there been a strategy to attract new audiences to arts programs beyond the free offerings of the Kimmel Center, arts organizations might have been able to benefit not only from the success of their festival event but also to gain new, possibly lifelong supporters.  While some organizations interviewed experienced sold-out performances, they were unable to determine the make-up of those audiences or what brought them there.  So what did PIFA do to draw audiences to the arts in the festival, beyond the two “cornerstones” and how did they target new audiences?  In an interview with Jay Wahl, he stated that they were relying on the organizations’ audiences to participate.  That each organization has their own demographic and that it was PIFA’s job to “cross-pollinate” these audiences and expose them to different offerings of the city.  He said one way this was done was by having certain companies perform in different venues, therefore exposing those audiences to new things.  However, this does nothing to draw new audiences, it simply caters to an arts audience that already exists.  One of PIFA’s stated goals was to attract new audiences to the arts as well as give devoted arts goers something to get excited about36.  Relying on a strategy of cross-pollinating existing arts audiences created a                                                         36 Wahl 
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great deal of competition for individual events, with almost one third of participating organizations reporting lower than normal ticket sales for a spring program.  Sarah Fergus, who worked in the Public Relations office during the planning phases of PIFA, said there were some small efforts to attract new audiences.  She stated, “we took a small group of six people [including] a ballerina, model, painter, chef, drove them around and basically accosted people on the street.  We went to Pat and Genos37, West Philly [and the] Main Line”38.  She said that it was a good vehicle to get the word out but they only did it that one time.  Ground-level efforts like this could have been utilized more had PIFA organizers directed more time and energy in doing so.    According to arts organizations, PIFA organizers made it clear from the beginning that a large percent of the grant would be spent on a vigorous marketing campaign.  This included costly banners and signage in places such as Madison Square Garden in New York City, the regional train station, and bus shelters, wrapped around buses and on taxi tops.  It also included billboards, bar coasters and extensive advertisements in the local newspaper, 
The Philadelphia Inquirer.  All of these efforts went toward creating ‘brand awareness’ for the festival and did not focus on any one event.  Individuals                                                         37 Popular cheesesteak establishments in Philadelphia that are famous for their rivalry and patronized by locals and tourist alike. 38 Sarah Fergus, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, March 30, 2012 
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were informed of the different events through a lengthy brochure booklet, Kimmel Center’s website and an insert in the local newspaper prior to the opening event.    PIFA organizers worked with the Greater Philadelphia Tourism Marketing Corporation on ways to attract new audiences.  They came up with an idea to form a “blogger army” and use social media to get the word out.  Bloggers included everyone from arts enthusiasts, tourists, mothers, individuals in the LGBT community and much more.  GPTMC staged media events where bloggers and other travel writers could get a sneak preview of what to expect from the festival.  When asked about the effectiveness of ‘blogger armies’, John McInerney, Vice President of Marketing and Communications at the Greater Philadelphia Cultural Alliance, said that it was not the nature of blogging to tell them what to write about.  He said, “it’s an organic process, if you’re really successful, people are blogging whether you want them to or not”39.        
                                                        39 John McInerney, interview by author, Philadelphia, PA, April 2, 2012. 
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 THE FUTURE OF THE FESTIVAL   The Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts boasted many great successes especially as a first time event.  The resources that went into its formation as well as the support of the arts community made success possible.  Now it is up to the Kimmel Center to keep the momentum going for future festivals, as it becomes established as a biennial event.  The 2013 PIFA will be designed around the theme: If you had a time machine, where would 
you go?  In a partner meeting that took place on November 16, 2011, PIFA organizers went over findings from the first festival and announced the theme and goals for the next one.   Some of the feedback that they received from participating organizations included: the theme was limiting, there were too many events, and too much competition.  Some said there was an inconsistent curatorial approach. The next PIFA, which is set to take place in the spring of 2013, is going to take a different approach and not be as inclusive, focusing on fewer offerings.  Some of the objectives they prescribed include:  
• Generate broader participation  
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• Collaborate with area art and cultural organizations from diverse cultural disciplines and cultures, highlighting the best within each 
• Make an impact to city and state tax revenues through increased tourism and larger audiences 
• Be diverse within programming 
• Encourage artistic risk-taking and unusual collaborations while striving for excellence  
• Help Partners sell tickets   It is important to study PIFA as an example of events management in the modern day.  As part of my interviews with participating organizations, I inquired whether or not they were planning on participating in the next festival.  Some were unsure about whether or not the festival fit in with their programming schedule for that year.   Even though the Annenberg Foundation saw much success with their 2011 program, they are not planning on applying to participate in the 2013 festival.  One reason for not participating is that the extra funding for organizations was not going to be as substantial going forward.  They also noted that the theme does not fit with what they have planned for the season.   The Painted Bride was the only organization I interviewed that indicated they were intending to participate in the next festival.  They stated that although they did not have a huge response to their first festival event, they find it valuable to be included in future PIFA events as long as they were serving their mission.    
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 The Kimmel Center has taken on a role of leadership in the city of Philadelphia in presenting a citywide festival.  While it faced challenges from lack of clearly stated core values it was able to draw on the city’s great treasures, its creative organizations and the people who make it possible.   The sustainability of the festival as it continues into the future relies on the dedication and enforcement of core values that are rooted in expanding arts audiences and engaging new people with the arts.  In order to achieve this, I would recommend PIFA organizers form a committee of community members outside of the Kimmel Center to contribute their ideas in the planning and design of future festivals.   This would allow the arts community to have more control and ownership over the festival’s design and would ultimately speak to the needs and desires of the city’s populace.             
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CONCLUSION   The inaugural Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts was a complex series of events that took place over three weeks.  It involved a broad mix of stakeholders including artists, many arts organizations and the city itself.  This case study takes a closer look at the planning and implementation of the festival.  It also challenges some of its perceived successes.  Economic activity, while welcomed by the city, is not the only measure of success.  The intangible benefits of the arts are the most valuable and often the hardest to prove.  The festival was well funded but like all festivals, it needed the support and excitement of the community.  As a first time event it proved to excite most of the arts community that participated.  All of the organizations that I interviewed were pleased to be part of it.  They benefited from the extra funding and attention that it brought to their organizations; it might have even brought new audiences to their doors.  But most of these organizations are choosing to not participate in the next festival.  The large expenditures that were afforded in the first festival will most likely not be 
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available for future festivals.  We can already see the difference in the planning for PIFA 2013 with a smaller budget and a less inclusive span of arts offerings.    The festival organizers will need to do a better job of bringing new people to the arts, not just those that would participate anyway.  While the events at the Street Fair and Kimmel Center Plaza were fairly successful with this, many of the other arts offerings went by unnoticed by the general public.  Getting new audiences to the arts takes some creative thinking and a different marketing approach.  With the amount of funds dedicated to marketing for the festival, it seemed like they could have come up with more effective ways of letting people know that the arts are for everyone and this festival is for the entire city of Philadelphia, not just those that identify themselves as art-goers.    The sustainability of the festival in the future is questionable.  Unlike most festivals, which start small and through popularity grow to be very large ventures, this festival started out very large, almost as large as it could be and is already getting smaller in its second time around.  In order to be sustainable, PIFA needs a strong identity that is understood by all its stakeholders and the general public.  In order to do this, it needs to establish strong core values that are rooted in the community.  These core values will 
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help determine the overall design and message of the festival for years to come.              
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